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Abstract
Our prior work shows that individual typeface selection per reader can signi�cantly

increase reading speed while maintaining comprehension. The present work extends that

work to consider the in�uence of character and word spacing on adult reading

performance in a large online study. In Study I, 102 remote Amazon Mechanical Turk

participants (41 W, 61 M; ages 18--72, mean = 38.4), read passages with 11 di�erent

character spacings from -0.1em to 0.4em (increments of 0.05em). Each participant read all

passages in a single font, randomly selected from a pool of six. In Study II, 113 participants

(51 W, 60 M, 2 O; ages 21--72, mean = 35.2) followed similar study procedures to read

passages with 8 di�erent inter-word spacings (-0.2, -0.1, 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1, 1.5 em). Across

both studies, participants read 8th-grade level passages of 160--178 words, split across

two screens. Consistent with similar remote studies, the second screen of each passage

was read faster than the �rst (mean di�erences of 38 WPM and 29 WPM in Study I & II,

respectively). Overall, character spacing had stronger e�ects on reading speed than word

spacing, which may support the word-level theory of reading. However, the minimum

negative and maximum positive spacings (character -0.1em and 0.4em; word -0.2em and

1.5em) showed signi�cant speed, comprehension, and self-reported preference drop-o�s.

Faster readers su�ered greater slowdowns at wide spacing (r = -0.38, p < .001). Character

spacing signi�cantly impacted reading speed on the second screen of reading, but not the

�rst (X2(10) = 32.7, p < 0.001 and X2(10) = 9.7, N.S., respectively ). Both �ndings point to
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increased spacing hindering faster reading, complementing prior research showing wider

spacing may help struggling readers. Together, these �ndings join a growing body of work

supporting readability interventions at the individual level.
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